OSCE Academy
Guidelines for Grading
Grading system for continuous semester courses, modules, and other items (thesis, internship, and
state exam)
Letter Grades
A

Grade
Excellent

Grade Points
4.00

Grade Percentages
Above 92.49%

A-

Excellent

3.67

89.50% - 92.49%

B+

Good

3.33

85.50% - 89.49%

B

Good

3.0

82.50% - 85.49%

B-

Good

2.67

79.50% - 82.49%

C+

Average

2.33

75.50% - 79.49%

C

Average

2.0

72.50% - 75.49%

C-

Average

1.67

69.50% - 72.49%

D+

Poor

1.33

65.50% - 69.49%

D

Poor

1.0

62.50% - 65.49%

D-

Poor

0.67

59.50% - 62.49%

F

Fail

0.0

Below 59.50%

I

Incomplete
Passed for degree
credit, only on a
pass/fail basis

P

Not used in computation of GPA
Not used in computation of GPA

Grading Criteria for Courses
The following guidelines offer a broad-brush characterization of the type of work that might be associated
with various ranges of grades. The intent here is to encourage general consistency across the faculty
rather than to provide precise specifications. Academy courses are mandated to encourage vigorous
intellectual exchange, the expression of various viewpoints, and the ability to speak effectively and
cogently.
[A-, A]

[B-, B, B+]

Excellent performance: strong evidence of original thinking; good organization; capacity
to analyze and synthesize; superior grasp of subject matter with sound critical
evaluations; evidence of extensive knowledge base; high level of motivation.
Good performance: evidence of grasp of subject matter; some evidence of critical
capacity and analytic ability; reasonable understanding of relevant issues; regular
attendances of classes; productive contribution to the discussion by sharing thoughts and
questions that demonstrate familiarity with the material; interest in other students'
contributions.

[C-, C, C+]

Average performance: understanding of the subject matter; ability to develop solutions to
simple problems in the material; acceptable but uninspired work, not seriously faulty but
lacking style and vigour; meeting the basic requirements of preparedness and regular
attendance; rare participation in class discussion.

[D-, D, D+]

Poor performance: inconsistency in attendance and preparation for classes; lack of
participation in class discussions; absence of respect to other students’ contribution.

[F]

Inadequate performance: little or no evidence of understanding of the subject matter;
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weakness in critical and analytic skills; limited or irrelevant use of the literature.

I (Incomplete) - indicates that a student has not completed the requirements of the course (or a section of
it) due to extenuating circumstances such as illness or a family emergency. These reasons should be
reported to the Academic Supervisor and the Course Organiser. The grade “incomplete” is given by a
course organizer personally in consultation with the Academic Supervisor, and in this case the student,
the Academic Supervisor, and the course organiser agree on a timeframe and what should be done by the
student to complete the course (or section) requirements. If a student fails to complete the required work
by the end of the agreed timeframe, he or she will automatically receive F for the course.
P (Pass) does not allow a student to get additional quality points. P is given for modules and for the
course “Academic Writing and Honesty”.
Grading Criteria for Written Assignments (essays, exams, research papers)
[A]

Outstanding: a paper has distinctive ideas, perfectly organized, and is of exceptional
quality; a thorough and thoughtful treatment of the topic presented in a logical and
convincing manner; the paper has a clearly articulated thesis; the ideas are original and
complex; sources are used carefully and appropriately to support the original argument;
careful attention is paid to language and to details of expression and presentation.

[A-]

Excellent: a paper has mostly excellent ideas and content is organized suitably; the paper
is well-structured, with clear themes supported by evidence; the ideas are original and
complex; sources are used carefully and appropriately; careful attention is paid to
language and to details of expression and presentation. Occasional lapses in expressions,
in the development of ideas, or in the handling of evidences / or sources.

[B+]

Very Good: a paper is thorough and thoughtful but lacks originality, comprehensiveness
or insight; effective and appropriate structure; mostly relevant evidence is used to
support the main argument; the writing style is less fluid or sophisticated than the ‘A’
papers; attention is paid to language and to details of expression and presentation but
with only a few lapses.

[B]

Generally Very Good : a paper is well-reasoned and well-organized but with little
originality; effective and appropriate structure; mostly relevant evidence is used to
support the main argument; ideas are well developed and can be easily followed but
occasional errors may distract from the content; the writing style is less fluid or
sophisticated than the ‘A’ papers; attention is paid to language and to details of
expression and presentation but with only a few lapses.

[B-]

Good: a paper is well-reasoned and well-organized but with little originality; clear and
appropriate structure; mostly relevant evidence is used to support the main argument but
difficulties with incorporation of the sources into the line of the argument is evident;
ideas are well developed and can be easily followed but occasional errors may distract
from the content; attention is paid to language and to details of expression and
presentation but with some lapses.

[C+]

Average: a paper is well-reasoned and well-organized, and shows competency on the
subject matter; adequate structure, but there are problems or limitations in logic,
argumentation, insights, or organization; the main argument shows good critical skills
and originality of thought, but that struggles with problems of expression and
presentation. Overall, ideas need to be developed in proper depth but can be followed.

[C]

Satisfactory: a paper is well-reasoned and well-organized, and shows competency on the
subject matter; adequate structure, but there are significant problems or limitations in
logic, argumentation, insights, or organization; errors in expression and presentation
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distract from the development of content . Overall, ideas can usually be followed but
need further exploration and deeper development.
[C-]

Satisfactory: a paper is well-developed but lacks coherence: either because of distracting
lapses in language that make ideas difficult to understand or lack of connections and
transitions between ideas; Support from sources is weak and not developed enough;
nevertheless, this paper meets basic requirements.

[D+]

Poor: a paper shows a serious attempt but with limited success; there is not clear focus or
thesis holding the paper together; evidence is scanty and not clearly linked to the main
argument; the handling of evidence raises some concerns; attention to language and
presentation is wavering and uncertain; errors in grammar, punctuation; or spelling
distract from the content, but these appear in only a minority of the sentences.

[D]

Poor: a paper shows an attempt but with limited success; there is not clear focus or thesis
holding the paper together; evidence is scanty and not clearly linked to the main
argument; the handling of evidence raises serious concerns, as the evidence is too
unsubstantial or too unrelated to the main idea; attention to language and presentation is
erratic and uncertain; errors in grammar, punctuation; or spelling distract from the
content, but these appear in only a minority of the sentences. This paper contains more
errors and or less satisfying development of the content than ‘D+’ paper.

[D-]

Very poor: a paper neither demonstrates understanding of the material nor articulates any
coherent argument about it; the paper might wander among several ideas without
developing any single one; there is no thesis; the paper is relied on quotations rather than
developing original ideas; attention to language and presentation is erratic and uncertain;
errors in grammar, punctuation; or spelling distract from the content.

[F]

Fail: a paper fails to address the assignment in fundamental ways and reveals serious
writing problems of the author.
The paper is plagiarized from other sources.
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